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The bismuth-based half-Heusler materials host a nontrivial topological band structure, unconventional su-
perconductivity, and large spin-orbit coupling in a system with very low electron density. In particular, the
inversion of p-orbital-derived bands with an effective angular momentum j of up to 3/2 is thought to play a
central role in anomalous Cooper pairing in the cubic half-Heusler semimetal YPtBi, which is thought to be
the first “high-spin” superconductor. Here, we report an extensive study of the angular dependence of quantum
oscillations (QOs) in the electrical conductivity of YPtBi, revealing an anomalous Shubnikov–de Haas effect
consistent with the presence of a coherent j = 3/2 Fermi surface. The QO signal in YPtBi manifests an extreme
anisotropy upon rotation of the magnetic field from the [100] to [110] crystallographic direction, where the QO
amplitude vanishes. This radical anisotropy for such a highly isotropic system cannot be explained by trivial
scenarios involving changes in effective mass or impurity scattering, but rather is naturally explained by the
warping feature of the j = 3/2 Fermi surface of YPtBi, providing direct proof of active high angular momentum
quasiparticles in the half-Heusler compounds.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevResearch.4.033169

I. INTRODUCTION

The intrinsic electron spin s = 1/2 and its orbital angu-
lar momentum l are often blended due to relativistic orbital
motion. This spin-orbit coupling (SOC) is very strong in
compounds containing heavy elements, and therefore the total
angular momentum, or effective spin, j, becomes the most
relevant quantum number [1–5]. Changes in the electronic
band structure driven by SOC are fundamental to understand-
ing nontrivial topology in the quantum spin Hall effect [6,7]
and Weyl physics [8,9]. More recently, solid state fermionic
systems with high-spin quasiparticles (i.e., j greater than 1/2)
stabilized by strong SOC are gaining much attention because
of this possibility of quite novel physics of interactions and
their resultant exotic phases of matter [3,5]. In addition to
cold-atom systems [10,11], high-spin j = 3/2 quasiparticles
are thought to be present in the vicinity of quadratically
touching bands in topological cubic materials such as the
pyrochlore iridates [12], HgTe [6,7], and RPtBi half-Heuslers
(R = rare earth) [8,9,13], antiperovskites [14,15], lacunar
spinels [16,17], and Rarita-Schwinger-Weyl semimetals [18].
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Emergent phenomena stemming from the large j are par-
ticularly interesting in the formation of Cooper pairs and
superconducting states, as the pairing of high-spin fermions
challenges the conventional spin-1/2 picture of Cooper pairs
by allowing pairing with arbitrary spin [1], such as J = 2
(quintet) and J = 3 (septet) pairing states recently proposed
to occur in YPtBi [3,5]. Depending on their symmetry, high-
spin fermionic systems are predicted to host a number of
distinct superconducting phases with unique properties [19].
In systems preserving both time reversal and inversion sym-
metries, a nematic d wave can be imposed in the s-wave
pairing channel in cubic compounds as the d-wave pairing
causes spontaneous structural distortion [20,21]. When time
reversal symmetry is broken, the system favors a quintet
Weyl superconductor with a charge-neutral Bogoliubov Fermi
surface as a pseudomagnetic field arises from the interband
Cooper pairing [22,23]. Unorthodox mixing between quin-
tet d wave and singlet s wave states is also expected even
in a centrosymmetric superconductor [24,25]. When inver-
sion symmetry is broken, a singlet-septet pairing state with
topological ring-shape line nodes can be realized, which
manifests a two-dimensional (2D) Majorana fluid enclosed
by the surface projection of the nodal rings [4,23]. Hence
high-spin superconductors serve as a potential shortcut to
realizing a platform for fault-tolerant topological quantum
computation.

The topological half-Heusler family RPtBi provides a
unique platform for hosting high-spin superconductivity.
Whereas the conduction and valence bands of a trivial fcc
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compound are derived from the atomic s and p orbitals, re-
spectively, strong SOC inverts these two bands producing a
topologically nontrivial band structure [26–28] similar to that
of HgTe [6,7]. However, knowledge of the experimental band
structure has been elusive as the bulk chemical potential is
inconsistent between results from angle-resolved photoemis-
sion spectroscopy (ARPES) [5,29,30] and quantum oscillation
(QO) experiments [5,31]. Furthermore, different interpreta-
tions of the observed surface states from different ARPES
measurements make this issue more obscure [5,29,30], and
to date the proof of j = 3/2 quasiparticles is limited to the
deduction of allowed pairing symmetries following obser-
vations of nodal quasiparticles in the superconducting state
of YPtBi [5]. Together with the surprising general lack of
direct experimental evidence for high-spin quasiparticles in
the solid state, the need to conclusively verify the band
structure and quasiparticle nature in YPtBi is of utmost
importance.

In this paper, we report compelling evidence for a co-
herent j = 3/2 Fermi surface in YPtBi via studies of
the angle-dependent Shubnikov–de Haas (SdH) effect. Our
observation of a strikingly anisotropic variation of the
amplitude of quantum oscillations in this high-symmetry
compound is only compatible with a Fermi surface com-
posed of coherent j = 3/2 quasiparticles, demonstrating
a phenomenon that has remained elusive in other high-
spin systems [12,17,18,32], including the hole-doped silicon
and germanium semiconductors which have been studied
thoroughly for decades. Our study offers a thorough under-
standing of the j = 3/2 fermiology in the family of RPtBi
compounds, confirming their topological nature of the band
structure [5] and providing a cornerstone for the realization of
high-spin superconductivity and consequent quantum device
applications [33,34].

II. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

To probe the j = 3/2 Fermi surface, we performed a com-
prehensive study of SdH quantum oscillations in YPtBi single
crystals grown out of molten Bi via the high-temperature flux
method [5,31,35]. Electrical resistance was measured by us-
ing a standard four-probe technique in a commercial cryostat
equipped with a 14-T magnet. The electrical contacts on the
samples were attached by silver epoxy. A single-axis rotator
was used to change the orientation of samples with respect to
the direction of applied magnetic field. The orientations of the
crystallographic direction were determined by using single-
crystal x-ray diffraction patterns [36]. Because the transport
properties of a semimetal depend sensitively on the charge
carrier density n, we were careful to use only samples with
a similar low-temperature value of n ≈ 2 × 1018 cm−3 in this
work.

Figure 1 presents the SdH effect in YPtBi with various
configurations at 2 K. Figure 1(a) shows the oscillatory part
of magnetoresistance �R which was obtained by subtracting
a smoothly varying background magnetoresistance in a sam-
ple prepared out of the (001) plane (raw data are presented
in the Supplemental Material [36]). In this experiment, the
magnetic field was rotated from the [001] (θ = 0◦) to [100]
direction (θ = 90◦) to reveal a remarkable angle-dependent

FIG. 1. Angle-dependent Shubnikov–de Haas quantum oscilla-
tions at T = 2 K in YPtBi. The oscillatory components �R(T ) are
presented with various field orientations (a) from [001] to [100]
and (b) from [100] to [010]. Corresponding contour plots of �R
are shown in (c) and (d), respectively, where the schematic of field
rotation is shown.

amplitude with an oscillation pattern evidently symmetric
about θ = 45◦. The QO frequency (F ≈ 45 T) does not seem
to significantly depend on the angle, which is consistent
with a nearly spherical Fermi surface [5]. Figure 1(b) shows
similar results from in-plane rotation experiments with the
field direction from [100] to [010], consistent with the cubic
symmetry.

Figures 1(c) and 1(d) display contour plots of �R(H, θ )
from these two rotation experiments. We assigned the crystal-
lographic orientations on the horizontal axis, according to the
fourfold crystal symmetry of YPtBi. The contour plots reveal
a few key characteristics of the angle-dependent QO. Most
notably, the amplitude of oscillations dramatically vanishes
near the [110]-equivalent directions. Also, the oscillations
move toward higher fields as approaching [110], and beat-
ing nodes were observed between θ = 0◦ and θ = 20◦ in
the field range around 7 T, indicating multiple oscillatory
components.

To confirm the vanishing QO amplitude along the [110]
symmetry direction, a full-rotation experiment was performed
on a sample cut out of the (111) plane, with a magnetic
field rotated in the sample plane. In this configuration,
the field direction will rotate through six [110]-equivalent
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FIG. 2. Angle-dependent Shubnikov–de Haas quantum oscilla-
tions at T = 2 K in YPtBi with magnetic fields rotating around [111].
(a) A contour plot of �R with the schematic of field configuration.
(b) A polar plot of �R for magnetic fields of 12.3 and 13.4 T
[depicted in (a) with dashed lines]. Both plots clearly show a sixfold
symmetry confirming the vanishing quantum oscillation amplitude
in the crystallographic [110] direction of YPtBi.

directions, yielding a sixfold symmetry of �R(θ ) which is
clearly observed as shown in Fig. 2. While the sixfold symme-
try naturally follows from the cubic crystal, this result clearly
confirms the vanishing QO in the [110] symmetry directions.
Below we investigate the possible mechanisms behind this
dramatic anisotropy.

We first address the possibility of angular variations in
conventional quantities. The QO amplitude is strongly de-
termined by the cyclotron mass m∗ and impurity scattering
time τ . In the semiclassical picture, QOs are observable only
when the cyclotron orbit can be completed, i.e., ωcτ < 1
where ωc = eμ0H/m∗ is the cyclotron frequency. Therefore,
a strong angle dependence of m∗ and τ can in principle
be responsible for the strong anisotropy in the observed
QO amplitude. Within the standard Lifshitz-Kosevich (LK)
theory [37], the oscillatory part of the longitudinal mag-
netoresistance �R(T, H ) is proportional to AT (T, H )AD(H )
where

AT (T, H ) = αT/μ0H

sinh(αT/μ0H )
, (1)

AD(H ) = exp

(
− αTD

μ0H

)
, (2)

with α = 2π2kBm∗/eh̄ and the Dingle temperature TD =
h̄/2πkBτ . Evidently, m∗ and τ can be obtained from the T
and H dependence of the QO amplitude. However, m∗ and τ

in the vicinity of the [110] direction have to be asymptotically
deduced from the angular variation since there is no QO
observable in that orientation.

As presented in Fig. 3(a), the temperature evolution of
the QO amplitudes for various angles extracted from the
fast Fourier transform spectra [36] show little variation, as
reflected in the lack of angular dependence of the extracted
values of m∗ shown in Fig. 3(b). Likewise, the scattering
time τ determined from the field variation of the QO am-
plitudes only moderately depends on the angle as shown
in Fig. 3(d), pointing to only marginal effects on the QO
amplitude between [100] and [110] and allowing us to rule

FIG. 3. Angle-dependent cyclotron mass m∗ and impurity scat-
tering time τ in YPtBi. (a) Temperature dependence of the
normalized QO amplitude. Symbols represent experimental values,
and the solid lines represent the best theoretical fit with the LK
formula AT (T, H ) [Eq. (1)]. (b) Angle-dependent m∗ obtained from
the experimental results (solid symbols) by using Eq. (1) and the
theoretical investigation (open symbols) within the the k · p Hamil-
tonian model. (c) Field-dependent QO amplitude at T = 2 K. The
symbols represent experimental values between θ = 0◦ and 30◦ and
the solid straight lines represent a linear fit (−a/μ0H + b) to the LK
formula AD(H ) [Eq. (2)]. (d) Angle-dependent TD determined from
the linear fit in (c).

out their accounting for the abrupt vanishing of QO unless
a nearly discontinuous change occurs between 30◦ and 45◦.
Although the diverging effective mass was observed in some
unconventional superconductors in the vicinity of a quantum
critical point [38,39], this scenario is not plausible for YPtBi
which is a low-carrier semimetal [31,35].

Apart from the AT (T, H )AD(H ) factor, the QO amplitude
fundamentally depends on the density of states contributing to
the extremal QO orbits. In the LK formula [37], this effect is
included as a prefactor [∂2

k‖S(k̃‖)]−1/2 of the amplitude of QO.
Here, S is the cross-section area of the Fermi surface perpen-
dicular to k‖, the momentum parallel to the external field, and
k̃‖ indicates the value of k‖ where the Fermi-surface area is an
extrema [40]. The strong angle dependence of [∂2

k‖S(k̃‖)]−1/2

could result in a drastic change in the QO amplitude upon
rotation. This effect has been well demonstrated in systems
with a corrugated 2D Fermi surface [38,41,42], but has been
overlooked in 3D systems.

To determine the angular variation of [∂2
k‖S(k̃‖)]−1/2, we

construct the Fermi surface within the four-band k · p model
for spin j = 3/2 electrons that is written as [3,12,43–45]

H0 = Ak2 + B
∑

i

k2
i J2

i + C
∑
i �= j

kik jJiJj

+ D
∑

i

ki(Ji+1JiJi+1 + Ji+2JiJi+2). (3)
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FIG. 4. Angular variation of the prefactor [∂2
k‖ S(k̃‖)]−1/2 of the

QO amplitude. (a) A schematic cross section of the j = 3/2 Fermi
surface, where the warping sensitively depends on D [see Eq. (3)].
The red lines and gray band represent the cyclotron orbits and the
enhanced density of states on the Fermi surface perpendicular to the
applied field H , when the quantum oscillation amplitude is maxi-
mum. (b) The angle-dependent QO amplitude calculated from fast
Fourier transform. Note the maximum amplitude around 15◦. (c) The
angular variation of the outer Fermi surface’s [∂2

k‖ S(k̃‖)]−1/2 with
different choices of D. The gray vertical bars represent the maximum
amplitude of experimental QO shown in (b). (d) Angular variation
of [∂2

k‖ S(k̃‖)]−1/2 of j = 1/2 and j = 3/2 outer Fermi surfaces. The
position of the maximum and overall tendency of j = 3/2 theory
show reasonable agreement with the experimental QO amplitude
results.

Here, Ji’s are the ith directional j = 3/2 angular momentum
operator, and we used A = 22.9 eV Å2, B = −20.7 eV Å2,
C = −14.2 eV Å2, and D = 0.116 eV Å, which are previ-
ously determined in YPtBi [46]. The chemical potential
of μ = −35 meV, corresponding to the observed QO fre-
quency F = 45 T [5,31], is used in the following calculations.
Equation (3) gives a spin-split band structure, with only
the principal axes being degenerate due to the C2 rota-
tional symmetries around the principal axes. The spin-split
band structure with degenerate principal axes results in the
bulging of the Fermi surface in the [111] direction. A
schematic 2D projection of the warped Fermi surface of
YPtBi with kz = 0 is depicted in Fig. 4(a). One can find
that D in Eq. (3) is the dominant factor for the warp-
ing and therefore significantly affects the angular variation
of [∂2

k‖S(k̃‖)]−1/2.

In Fig. 4(c), we calculate the QO prefactor [∂2
k‖S(k̃‖)]−1/2

of the outer Fermi surface as a function of θ for different
values of D. For D � 84.5 meV Å, the prefactor clearly ex-
hibits sharp peaks whose angular position depends on the
choice of D. We note that the prefactor contribution from
the inner Fermi surface does not exhibit strong angular mod-
ulation [36], and therefore the outer Fermi surface is likely
responsible for the observed anisotropy in the QO ampli-

tude. We found that [∂2
k‖S(k̃‖)]−1/2 exhibits the minimum

value at θ = 45◦ with all tested D values, which suggests
that the absence of QOs around the [110]-equivalent direc-
tions stems from the intrinsic properties of the Fermi surface
in YPtBi.

It is noteworthy that in YPtBi, apart from the vanishing
amplitude in the [110]-equivalent directions, the QO signal
is strongest around θ = 15◦. We fine-tuned D to match the
experimental enhancement of QO [Fig. 4(b)] and found that
D = 116 meV Å best agrees with the experiment. We plot the
QO prefactor with D = 116 meV Å together with that of the
hypothetical Fermi surface with j = 1/2 in Fig. 4(d). Whereas
the j = 3/2 Fermi surface exhibits a minimum near 45◦, the
j = 1/2 Fermi surface produces peaks near the [110] direc-
tion, which is a result of the j = 1/2 band structure having
additional degenerate lines along the [111] direction [36].
Moreover, the angle-dependent Zeeman energy leads to a
selective interorbit hopping during cyclotron motion, which
additionally weakens the QO amplitude with a magnetic field
near the [110] direction. This effect is discussed in the Sup-
plemental Material [36] in detail. Combining both effects,
the angle dependence of QO reasonably captures the j = 3/2
nature of the Fermi surface in YPtBi. While the theoreti-
cal QO prefactor grossly follows the angular variation of
the experimental QO amplitude, we do not expect quantita-
tive agreement between the two because of the other factors
contributing to QO, which include the effective mass and
scattering rate. Theoretical calculation of the QO amplitude
would require additional artificial assumptions and it is be-
yond the scope of the current work. However, we emphasize
that we successfully single out the factor resulting in the key
features of the QO experiment without calculating the full QO
amplitude.

III. SUMMARY

In summary, we report an unexpected extreme amplitude
variation of the quantum oscillations upon rotation of a mag-
netic field in YPtBi, a novel low-carrier density topological
semimetal that has been identified as a potential high-spin
“septet” superconductor [5]. Upon rotating a magnetic field,
the observed quantum oscillations of this nearly spherical
Fermi-surface system vanish when the field is directed along
the [110]-equivalent crystallographic directions and reach a
maximum at θ ≈ 15◦ from the [100] direction on the (001)
plane. As discussed, these observations cannot be explained
by angular variations of effective mass or impurity scattering,
but rather are naturally explained by properly understanding
the effect of j = 3/2 quasiparticles forming a coherent Fermi
surface in YPtBi. Our work therefore confirms the high-spin
nature of the topological band structure in this material, and
most likely all of the closely related half-Heusler RPtBi and
RPdBi [47] compounds, and provides an advance in under-
standing novel spin-3/2 systems in the solid state.
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